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Activation of a G protein-coupled receptor
through indirect antibody-mediated tethering
of ligands†

Ross W. Cheloha, ‡*a Fabian A. Fischer,§a Thomas J. Gardellab and
Hidde L. Ploegh *a

Antibodies raised against many cell surface proteins, including G protein-coupled receptors, remain important

tools for their functional characterization. By linking antibodies to ligands for cell surface proteins, such

adducts can be targeted to the surface of a cell type of choice. Site-specific functionalization of full-size

antibodies with synthetic moieties remains challenging. Here we present new approaches in which single

domain antibodies (known as VHHs or nanobodies) that target either cell surface proteins or conventional

antibodies are used to indirectly deliver ligands for GPCRs to their sites of action. The combination of high

yield production of nanobodies, facile site-specific functionalization, and compatibility with commercially

available mouse and rabbit antibodies should enable wide application of this approach.

Introduction

Antibodies remain the gold standard for the selective detection
and targeting of proteins in biological applications. Many
proteins can be detected with commercially available anti-
bodies, which have become essential tools in biology. Antibodies
are often used to block the action of ligands on cell surface
proteins. Antibodies can also deliver bioactive compounds to
cells that express the relevant antigen. Antibody–drug conjugates
(ADCs) are typically composed of an antibody functionalized with
cytotoxic compounds. Upon internalization into endosomal
compartments and proteolysis, ADCs release cytotoxic payloads
that act inside the cell.1 Ligands for cell surface receptors can
also be linked to antibodies; however, such efforts often suffer
from a lack of specificity or difficulties in producing active,
stable conjugates in sufficient yield.2–6

The use of single domain antibodies (VHHs or nanobodies)
can overcome some of these complications.7 Nanobodies are
the recombinantly expressed variable regions of camelid heavy

chain only antibodies. They are the smallest antibody fragments
that retain the capacity to bind antigen. Because nanobodies do
not require pairing with the light chain through disulfide linkage,
they can be expressed recombinantly in bacteria in high yield.
Sortase-mediated labeling offers a straightforward method for site-
specifically labeling recombinant proteins, including nanobodies.8

Nanobodies have been applied in a variety of settings, including as
imaging agents in immuno-positron emission tomography,9 as
crystallization chaperones,10 and as inhibitors or agonists of
cell surface receptor signaling.11–14 The first nanobody-based
therapeutic has now been approved for clinical application.15

Nanobody conjugates have also been used to deliver bio-
active compounds to specific cell types. A nanobody was applied
as a conventional ADC to deliver a cytotoxic compound to kill
murine lymphoma cells in vitro and in mice.16 In an example
of targeting cell surface proteins,17 a conjugate between a green
fluorescent protein (GFP)-specific nanobody and a photo-switchable
agonist for the metabolic glutamate receptor enabled light-mediated
activation of receptor signaling, but required the use of an engi-
neered receptor-GFP fusion.14 A variant of glucagon-like peptide-1
(GLP1) was fused to a GLP1-receptor-specific nanobody to provide a
conjugate with activity in mice.18 We showed that the conjugation
of weakly active fragments of parathyroid hormone (PTH) to
nanobodies that bound the receptor or that recognized epitope tags
incorporated into type-1 PTH-receptor (PTHR1) augmented the
biological activity and receptor specificity of these otherwise sub-
optimal fragments.2 This approach was dubbed ‘‘conjugation of
ligands and antibody for membrane protein’’, or CLAMP. One of
these CLAMPs induced a physiological response in mice, whereas
the corresponding free peptide did not.2
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These applications relied in large part on the use of target-
specific nanobodies. While the pool of nanobodies continues to
expand,19 there are many targets for which appropriately specific
nanobodies are not available. Here we describe new approaches that
rely on nanobodies for delivery of ligands for cell surface receptors
independent of the availability of target-specific nanobodies.

Experimental
General

HEK293 cell lines were cultured in DMEM medium containing
10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin. Cell
lines were routinely tested for mycoplasma infection. LC/MS
was performed in the positive ionization mode. Masses for
proteins and conjugates were calculated by analysis of multiply
charged ions using the MaxEnt feature on MassLynx software.
Protein and conjugate concentrations were calculated using
absorbance at 280 nm for VHHs. Peptide concentrations were
determined gravimetrically, assuming that the weighed mass
consisted of B50% peptide (w/w). Transfections of HEK293 were
performed using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen, 11668019)
using manufacturer’s instructions. Commercial antibodies used
in these studies are listed in Table S1 (ESI†).

Plasmids and DNA

HEK293-derived cell lines stably expressing human PTHR1
(GP2.3) and PTHR16E (G6E19) along with a cAMP-responsive lucifer-
ase variant have been previously reported.2 HEK293 cells expressing
only the cAMP-responsive luciferase (GS22a) were transiently trans-
fected with a plasmid encoding PTHR1 lacking its extracellular
domain with or without an N-terminal HA-tag extension. Annotated
sequence data for all PTHR1 constructs are found in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
Sequences for nanobodies targeting human b2-microglobulin
(MHC-I), MHC-II, UBC6E (6E tag), a5b1, mouse Igk, and rabbit
IgG have been published previously.20–23

Peptide synthesis

Peptides were prepared using conventional solid-phase synthesis
methods with Fmoc-protection of backbone amines as described
previously.2 Synthesis was performed on Rink-amide linker resin
to yield C-terminal amides. Identity and purity of peptides were
confirmed by LC/MS. All peptides were of a purity of 485%.
Purified products were dissolved in water (10 mM stock concen-
tration) and stored at �20 1C. Purified peptides with C-terminal
cysteines were functionalized with DBCO-maleimide (Click
Chemistry Tools) as described previously.2

Protein expression, purification, and functionalization

The production and purification of VHHs and sortase A penta-
mutant was performed as described previously.24 VHHs were
labeled using sortase A pentamutant as described previously.25

Flow cytometry

Adherent cells were dissociated from the substrate with trypsin,
washed and resuspended in PBS, followed by staining for 1 h on

ice in the presence of the indicated concentrations of VHH
probes functionalized with biotin. Cells were pelleted by
centrifugation and washed with PBS prior to staining with
streptavidin–PE (BioLegend, 405204). Cells were again pelleted
by centrifugation, washed, and analyzed by flow cytometry (BD
Accuri C6).

Conventional antibodies were also used for staining cells
for flow cytometry as described above, with the following
exceptions. In one staining method, primary antibodies (IgGs)
were incubated with cells at the indicated concentrations in the
presence of a 3 fold molar excess of secondary (anti-IgG)
nanobodies site-specifically conjugated with biotin. Biotin
was detected with streptavidin–PE as described above. In an
alternative method, cells were stained with unlabeled primary
antibodies and detected following secondary staining, using
commercial secondary anti-IgG antibodies conjugated with
Alexafluor647 (ThermoFisher, A-21235). Data were analyzed
using FlowJo version 7.6. The median fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of stained cells was used to generate VHH binding dose
response curves.

VHH–peptide conjugation reactions

VHH–biotin–azide conjugates were mixed with a three-fold
molar excess of PTH-DBCO in TBS with 10% (v/v) glycerol.
The reaction mixture was shaken at 22 1C until any unreacted
VHH–biotin–azide had been completely consumed. The desired
conjugate was purified from free PTH-DBCO using a PD-10
size exclusion column (Cytiva, 17085101). A summary of the
characterization of these conjugates by LC/MS is shown in
Table S2 (ESI†).

Measurement of cAMP response

Assays were performed using a luminescence-based readout
with cells expressing cAMP Glosensor as previously described26

with exceptions. A modified protocol was followed for assays
that include commercial IgGs. IgG concentrations were cal-
culated based on protein concentrations listed on manufacturer
data sheets and assuming an average IgG molecular weight of
150 000 g mol�1. VHH–PTH1–11 conjugates were premixed with
indicated IgGs at a 3 : 1 molar ratio and incubated for at least
10 minutes at room temperature prior to addition to cells
expressing PTHR1 or variants.

Intercellular receptor activation assays

Murine B cell lymphoma A20 cells (ATCC TIB-208) were incu-
bated with PTH1–34 or VHH–PTH1–34 conjugates in PBS contain-
ing 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) at the indicated
concentrations for 1 h on ice. These A20 cells were then washed
with additional PBS with BSA and pelleted by centrifugation
through four wash cycles. The loaded and washed A20 cells
were then distributed (50 000 cells per well) to a 96 well plate
containing HEK293 cells expressing PTHR1 and cAMP Glosensor
as described above. Luminescence readouts at time points prior
to 10 minutes after addition of A20 cells were unreliable, so
luminescence was measured between 12–16 minutes after
addition of the A20 cells.
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Data calculations

Data were processed using Microsoft Excel and GraphPad
Prism 6. Data from cAMP dose–response assays were analyzed
using a sigmoidal dose–response model with variable slope.
Data sets were statistically compared by using one-way ANOVA
with multiple comparisons. Statistically significant differences
between data sets were inferred at p o 0.05.

Results and discussion
Nanobody–ligand conjugates bind surface markers and are
capable of indirectly activating PTHR1

Several approaches for tethering ligands for cell surface receptors
at or near their site of action are shown in Fig. 1. Previous work
from our lab focused on activation of the type-1 parathyroid
hormone receptor (PTHR1), which is activated under physiological
conditions by the peptide parathyroid hormone (PTH).27 Parathyr-
oid hormone/parathyroid hormone-related protein receptor (PTH/
PTHrP type 1 receptor; commonly known as PTHR1) is a family B
G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) that regulates skeletal develop-
ment, bone turnover and mineral ion homeostasis.28 Conjugation
of weakly active peptide agonists for PTHR1 to VHHs that bind to
the same receptor (Fig. 1a) augments the biological activity of
the ligand and avoids off-target activation in vitro and in vivo.2

This observation prompted us to ask whether other mechanisms
for tethering ligands for PTHR1 near their site of action through
conjugation with nanobodies would also enable activation of
PTHR1 (Fig. 1). This scheme depends on the spatial disposition
of PTHR1 relative to the target recognized by the relevant
nanobody or antibody, as it requires an interaction of the
ligand-modified nanobody with a surface molecule other than
PTHR1 (Fig. 1c and d).

We used a cell-based system in which human PTHR1 or its
variants are stably expressed in HEK293 cells as a test bed for
alternative tethering strategies. In the first iteration, VHHs that
target cell surface proteins naturally expressed on HEK293 cells
were prepared and evaluated (Fig. 1b). We used VHHs that
target human b2-microglobulin, the light chain of cell surface
Class I major histocompatibility complex products (VHHMHC-I,
previously named Nb30),20 the integrin a5b1 (VHHa5b1), and a
short peptide epitope taken from the intracellular protein UBC6E
(VHH6E).22 These VHHs were labeled at their C-terminus by
means of sortagging with a peptide functionalized with biotin
for detection and with an azide for conjugation to appropriately
functionalized peptides of choice (Fig. 2a).2 Conjugates com-
prised of VHHs, biotin, and PTH1–11 were used to label HEK293
cells, followed by detection with a streptavidin–phycoerythrin
conjugate (Fig. 2b–d). The HEK293 cell line (PTHR1-6E-HEK)
expresses PTHR1 with the 6E tag inserted into a disordered

Fig. 1 Schematic of methods for receptor activation using ligand-nanobody fusions with PTHR1 as an example. (a) Direct tethering of ligand to its target
with a VHH as previously described.2 (b) Indirect targeting using a VHH that binds another protein (MHC-I) on the cell surface. (c) Antibody-mediated
direct tethering using a receptor-specific (or fusion protein-specific) full-size antibody (IgG) and a VHH that binds IgG. (d) Antibody-mediated indirect
tethering using a full-size antibody that binds another protein (MHC-I) on the cell surface and a VHH that binds IgG.
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portion of the receptor extracellular domain2 (Fig. 2b), whereas
HEK293 serves as a negative control (neg-HEK) (Fig. 2c and d).
VHHMHC-I and VHHa5b1 conjugates labeled PTHR1-6E-HEK and
neg-HEK cells at low concentrations, indicating tight binding.
VHHMHC-I labeling provided a higher maximal intensity of
staining (approximately 10 fold) than VHHa5b1 (Table 1).29 Staining
of PTHR1-6E-HEK cells with the VHH6E conjugate provided a
stronger signal than staining with VHHMHC-I (Table 1), consistent
with a high level of expression of PTHR1-6E on PTHR1-6E-HEK
cells. We then evaluated whether the VHH–PTH conjugates shown
to bind to PTHR1-6E-HEK cells stimulated receptor activation and
the production of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), a
second messenger produced upon PTHR1 activation. Consistent
with previous results, VHH6E–PTH1–11 potently stimulated cAMP
responses on PTHR1-6E-HEK cells (Fig. 2e and Table 1).2

VHHMHC-I–PTH1–11 was essentially inactive in stimulating cAMP
responses, whereas VHHa5b1–PTH1–11 induced a weak but
detectable response. This observation was unexpected given
that staining of HEK cell lines was stronger with VHHMHC-I than
VHHa5b1. The origin of this difference is unknown, but it may

relate to the larger size and expanded flexibility of the extra-
cellular portions of a5b1 relative to b2-microglobulin as a more
compact subunit of MHC-I. Another possibility is that PTHR1
may localize to membrane domains closer to a5b1 relative to the
b2-microglobulin-MHC-I complex. In this context, the use of a
longer flexible linker between the receptor agonist and nano-
body may improve activation efficacy. A conjugate consisting of
a nanobody and ligand that both target the same receptor was
relatively insensitive to inclusion of a short polyethylene glycol
linker.2 Collectively, VHH–PTH conjugates that directly target
other proteins on the cell surface (MHC-I, a5b1) are only weak
agonists of PTHR1.

Combination of primary antibodies with VHHmIg–PTH1–11

strongly increases PTHR1 activation

We also tested whether targeting a receptor of interest using a
conventional monoclonal antibody (immunoglobulin, Ig) and a
nanobody–PTH conjugate in which the nanobody binds to Ig
could serve to activate the receptor (Fig. 1c). We used a nano-
body (previously23 named TP1170, named here VHHmIg) that

Fig. 2 Synthesis and evaluation of PTH–nanobody conjugates. (a) Synthetic scheme for production of PTH–nanobody conjugates. PTH-peptide
synthesis and functionalization, VHH production and functionalization, and conjugation was performed as described in methods. (b) Representative (one
of three experiments) dose–response curve for binding of VHH–biotin–PTH conjugates to PTHR1-6E-HEK cells. The plots were produced by fitting a
sigmoidal dose–response curve. Staining, detection, and quantitation were performed as described in methods. Representative data from one of three
independent experiments is shown, with compiled data shown in Table 1. (c) Binding of VHH–biotin–PTH conjugates to neg-HEK cells with a zoomed
inset (boxed region) shown in panel d. Representative data from one of three independent experiments is shown with compiled data shown in Table 1. (e)
Representative dose–response assay for induction of cAMP responses in PTHR1-6E-HEK cells. Error bars correspond to standard deviation from replicate
conditions in a single experiment. Plots were generated by fitting a sigmoidal dose–response curve. Representative data from one of three independent
experiments is shown with compiled data shown in Table 1.
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binds to the kappa light chain found in 95% of mouse Igs.23 We
prepared VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and evaluated its agonist activity on
HEK293 cells that stably express PTHR1 fused to GFP30 in the
presence or absence of a mouse monoclonal IgG antibody
specific for GFP (a-GFP). As a control we used non-specific
polyclonal mouse IgG (isotype) in place of a-GFP. We mixed
VHHmIg–PTH1–11 at a 3 : 1 molar ratio with mouse IgGs prior to
addition to HEK293 cells and then recorded cAMP responses at
VHHmIg–PTH1–11 doses of 100 nM and 10 nM (Fig. 3a and b).
The combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and a-GFP led to a robust
cAMP response at 100 nM and a weak response at 10 nM,
whereas the combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and isotype was
inactive. The combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and a-GFP was
more potent than PTH1–11 alone. In a separate experiment, we
used versions of PTHR1 in which the extracellular portion of
the receptor was absent or replaced with the HA-epitope tag
(Fig. S2, ESI†).31 The combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and
a-HA mouse monoclonal IgG lead to a cAMP response that
far exceeded the response seen with PTH1–11 alone, whereas the
combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and isotype mouse IgG was
inactive. These data show that indirect targeting of PTHR1
using an Ig-specific nanobody–PTH conjugate and a bridging

IgG (Fig. 1c) can augment the biological activity of a weakly
active ligand.

The ability to use antibodies to target proteins on the cell
surface other than the receptor of interest (Fig. 1d) provides
opportunities for the delivery of ligands to cell types of choice,
based on the presence of an IgG-recognized surface marker. As
a proof of concept, we deployed commercial antibodies that
target b2-microglobulin (a-b2M) as a component of cell surface
MHC-I, a ubiquitously expressed type I membrane protein. This
also allowed a direct comparison with the use of a nanobody
that targets b2-microglobulin (Fig. 1a and 2). Because we
were targeting PTHR1 indirectly, we used a HEK293 cell line
that stably expresses wild-type PTHR1. The combination of
VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and mouse a-b2M induces a robust cAMP
response at a concentrations of 100 nM whereas the combi-
nation of VHHmIg–PTH1–11 and a control antibody (‘‘isotype’’)
was inactive (Fig. 3c and d). The use of a control nanobody–PTH
conjugate that targets the 6E epitope tag (VHH6E–PTH1–11) in
combination with a-b2M was also inactive. Neither the binding
of IgG to PTHR1 nor the presence of an irrelevant VHH–PTH1–11

conjugate leads to activation. The combination of VHHmIg–PTH1–11

and a-b2M was more potent than PTH1–11 alone. Indirect targeting
(as in Fig. 1d) can therefore substantially increase the biological
activity of a weakly active ligand. This stands in sharp contrast to
parallel efforts with conjugates that comprise nanobodies that
target b2M, which failed to activate PTHR1 (Fig. 1b and 2). The
cause of this divergence is unclear but may be related to the
additional flexibility and/or distance provided by the bridging
full-size antibody.

Any attempt to apply VHHmIg conjugates in mice would likely
be stymied by the high concentration of mIgs found in the
mouse blood stream. To circumvent this problem, we turned to
a nanobody (previously23 named TP897, named here VHHrIg)
that binds to rabbit Igs, but not mouse. We prepared a
VHHrIg–PTH1–11 conjugate as described above and evaluated
its performance in PTHR1 activation assays. VHHrIg–PTH1–11

activated PTHR1 signaling when combined with rabbit a-b2M
but not mouse a-b2M (Fig. 3e and f). This finding offers a path
towards using this approach in vivo in mice.

These findings raised the question whether targeting other
cell surface proteins for antibody tethering would likewise
facilitate receptor activation. We therefore expanded the
approach described above by inclusion of monoclonal anti-
bodies that target the cell surface markers CD63 and CD81,
both widely expressed. CD63 and CD81 are members of the
tetraspanin family of proteins, naturally expressed on HEK293
cells and on most other cell types, at modest levels.32,33 We
confirmed by flow cytometry that these monoclonal antibodies
bound to HEK293 cells (Fig. S3, ESI†). The a-CD63 and a-CD81
antibodies labeled HEK293 cells following secondary staining
with either a-mouse Ig-alexafluor 647 or with VHHmIg–biotin
and streptavidin–phycoerythrin (streptavidin–PE, Fig. S3, ESI†).
However, neither of the a-CD63 and a-CD81 antibodies stained
HEK293 cells as strongly as the anti b2M antibody, consistent
with the high level of b2M found on most cells (Fig. S3, ESI†).29

We then tested whether the a-CD63 and a-CD81 antibodies

Table 1 Summary of VHH–PTH binding and receptor activation. Binding
and signaling assays were performed as described in methods. Values
listed are the mean and standard deviation from three independent
experiments. EC50 values result from fitting a four-parameter sigmoidal
dose–response model to the data. Max. stain for binding assays is provided
by the top plateau value from the dose–response models. These values are
normalized to the top plateau value recorded for VHHMHC-I binding in each
experiment. The maximal cAMP signal is computed by normalizing the
response recorded at the highest concentration tested for that compound
in each assay to the background in that same assay. This normalization
method was used because some compounds were too weak to generate
reliable dose–response curves

PTHR1-6E-HEK

Binding EC50 Max. stain

nM SD
Intensity (relative
to MHC-I) SD

VHH6E–PTH1–11 5.1 0.3 5.6 2.5
VHHMHC-I–PTH1–11 3.2 1.2 1 0
VHHa5b1–PTH1–11 4.6 3.3 0.11 0.04

PTHR1-6E-HEK

Signaling cAMP EC50 Max. cAMP signal

nM SD
Normalized (fold
over no ligand) SD

PTH1–34 0.18 0.090 120 23
PTH1–11 132 51 150 17
VHH6E–PTH1–11 0.71 0.64 104 17
VHHMHC-I–PTH1–11 4100 nM 3.8 3.1
VHHa5b1–PTH1–11 4100 nM 33 29

Neg-HEK

Binding EC50 Max. stain

nM SD
Intensity (relative
to MHC-I) SD

VHH6E–PTH1–11 NDa ND 0.020 0.016
VHHMHC-I–PTH1–11 4.3 1.7 1.0 0
VHHa5b1–PTH1–11 3.0 2.8 0.10 0.05

a The maximal staining for VHH6E–PTH1–11 on HEK-neg cells was very
weak, so binding EC50 values were not determined (ND).
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could provide tethering to facilitate activation of PTHR1 signaling
(Fig. 4). Whereas a-CD81 facilitated activation comparable to
a-b2M at both concentrations tested, a-CD63 failed to promote
activation above background levels. The source of this difference
between the a-CD81 and a-CD63 antibodies in these assays is not
clear, but it may be related to differences in target expression
levels or differences in membrane protein localization.33 These
findings open the door to identifying other cell surface
markers, potentially expressed specifically on cell types of interest,

that could allow cell-type specific activation of widely expressed
receptors.

Cell-bound nanobody–PTH conjugates can activate adjacent
cells in co-culture experiments.

Finally, we tested whether antibody-based ligand tethering
could bridge the space between distinct cells (Fig. 5a). In this
approach the antibody targeting portion of the CLAMP binds to
one cell type (targeting cell) and the ligand targets a receptor

Fig. 3 Assessment of tethered VHH–PTH conjugates in activating PTHR1 signaling. PTH peptides or conjugates prepared as described in Fig. 2a were
either mixed with commercially available full-size antibodies or added directly to HEK293 cells that express PTHR1 or its variant as described in methods.
Data sets were compared for statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; *p o 0.05. (a and b) HEK293 cells
expressing a GFP-PTHR1 fusion protein (see Fig. S1, ESI†) were treated with PTH agonist peptides (columns 1 + 2) or VHH–PTH conjugates mixed with
commercial antibodies (columns 3 + 4). PTH agonist peptides and VHH–PTH conjugates were applied at a dose of 100 nM (panel a) or 10 nM (panel b).
VHH–PTH conjugates were used a 3 fold molar excess over commercial antibodies. ‘Isotype’ refers to a polyclonal mouse IgG preparation. The
magnitude of the cAMP responses is normalized to that of PTH1–34. (c and d) Experiments were performed as in panels a and b, except that HEK293 cells
expressed WT hPTHR1. Bars and error bars represent mean � SD from 6 independent experiments. (e and f) HEK293 cells expressing WT hPTHR1 were
treated with PTH agonist peptides (columns 1 + 2) or VHH–PTH conjugates mixed with commercial antibodies (columns 3–6). ‘‘Rb’’ indicates a
monoclonal antibody derived from rabbit. ‘‘Ms’’ indicates monoclonal antibody derived from mouse. Isotype refers to a polyclonal IgG antibody
preparation derived from WT mouse. Bars and error bars represent mean � SD from 3 independent experiments.
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expressed on another cell type (receptor cell). We combined
HEK293 cells that express PTHR1 (receptor cell) and a murine B
cell lymphoma line, A20, which expresses high levels of class II
major histocompatibility complex (MHC-II, targeting cell33). Of
note, A20 are cells in suspension in contrast to HEK293 cells,
which grow adherently. We used a well-charactered VHH that
binds murine MHC-II (VHHMHC-II, previously17 called VHH7).
We predicted that intercellular tethering would prove more
challenging than intracellular tethering, so we used a larger,
more potent PTHR1 peptide agonist (PTH1–34), instead of
PTH1–11, in the CLAMPs that we tested.

PTH1–34 can be conjugated to a nanobody with only a minor
impact on PTHR1 agonist activity.2 We confirmed this: CLAMPs
consisting of PTH1–34 were conjugated to VHHs that target
either GFP34 (VHHGFP–PTH1–34) or MHC-II (VHHMHC-II–PTH1–34)
using the chemistry described in Fig. 2a. These CLAMPs

performed similarly to PTH1–34 itself in cAMP stimulation assays
on HEK293 cells (receptor cells) that express human PTHR1
(Fig. 5). This assay was also run using A20 cells (targeting cells)
treated with CLAMPs and then washed to remove unbound ligand.
Application of targeting cells pre-treated with VHHMHC-II–PTH1–34

but not VHHGFP–PTH1–34 stimulated robust cAMP responses.
These responses were observed when loading A20 cells with
CLAMP concentrations of 410 nM. VHHMHC-II binds to MHC-II
with half-maximal staining at concentrations of approximately 50
nM.35 This similarity in concentrations suggests a correlation
between the amount of CLAMP loaded on the target cell and the
extent of receptor activation on the receptor cell. Whether CLAMPs
can simultaneously bind to both a targeting cell and receptor cell,
of if receptor activation first requires dissociation from the target-
ing cell, is not clear from this study, although past work with
immunocytokines suggests that such dissociation is not required.3

This type of correlation may provide guidelines for future efforts to
use intercellular antibody tethering.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated several approaches for activation of GPCR
signaling with CLAMPs that do not rely on direct targeting of the
receptor. The ability to use conventional monoclonal antibodies
as tethering agents should allow expansion of the CLAMP
methodology to a variety of targets. This approach is of practical
value, as it avoids the need for target-specific nanobodies.

Fig. 4 Assessment of indirect activation efficiency through targeting
varied surface proteins. PTH peptides or conjugates prepared as described
in Fig. 2a were either mixed with commercially available antibodies or
added directly to HEK293 cells expressing PTHR1 or its variant as described
in methods. (a and b) HEK293 cells that express PTHR1 were treated with
PTH agonist peptides (columns 1 + 2) or VHH–PTH conjugates mixed with
commercial antibodies (columns 3–6). PTH agonist peptides and VHH–
PTH conjugates were applied at a dose of 100 nM (panel a) or 10 nM
(panel b). VHH–PTH conjugates were used at a 3 fold molar excess over
commercial antibodies. ‘Isotype’ refers to a polyclonal mouse IgG
preparation. The magnitude of the cAMP responses is normalized to that
of PTH1–34. Bars and error bars represent mean � SD from 3 independent
experiments that are distinct from those shown in Fig. 3. Data sets were
compared for statistically significant differences using one-way ANOVA
with multiple comparisons; *p o 0.05.

Fig. 5 Intercellular activation of GPCR signaling. (a) Schematic of inter-
cellular antibody tethering. (b) Representative dose–response assay for
induction of cAMP responses in PTHR1-6E-HEK cells. Error bars correspond
to standard deviation from replicate conditions in a single experiment. Data
were fitted to a sigmoidal dose–response model with variable slope.
Representative data from one of three independent experiments is shown.
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Efforts to identify nanobodies that bind to the exposed extra-
cellular face of GPCRs have been successful in some cases11,36–40

but for many cell surface targets nanobodies of appropriate
specificity do not yet exist. In contrast, there is a wide array of
commercially available monoclonal antibodies that recognize
cell surface proteins in mouse and man. Seen from this per-
spective, the ability to use tethering by commercially available
antibodies to activate a receptor of interest only on those cell
types that express the antibody target is a major asset. This
could offer a means to engineer ‘‘AND’’ logic gates41 that target
receptor signaling only in a subset of cells. The availability of a
nanobody that selectively targets rabbit IgG, but not mouse
IgGs, provides a path to extend this approach in vivo in mice.
Intercellular tethering could further expand applications of this
approach to interrogate cell-to-cell signaling within a given
organ or biological compartment.
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